Let A(2r + 1, n) denote the n X n band matrix, of bandwidth 2/ + 1, with the binomial coefficients in the expansion of (x -1 )ir as the elements in each row and column. Using the fact that the rows of A(2r + I, ft) provide the coefficients for the 2rth central difference, a number of properties of A(2r + 1, n) are obtained for all positive integers r and n. These include obtaining explicit formulas for det A(2r + 1, n), A~\2r -+-1, «), \\A~H.2r + 1, /))!!" and an upper triangular matrix U such that A(2r + 1, n)U is lower triangular.
Introduction.
We consider the set of band-diagonal matrices of bandwidth 2r + I, with the binomial coefficients in the expansion of (x -l)2r displayed symmetrically about the diagonal in each row and column. If A(2r + 1, n) denotes the Hth order member of this set, then, for example Such matrices occur quite frequently in a variety of contexts, [l]- [3] . It is known [4] , for the tridiagonal matrix, that det |/4(3, n)\ n and A~A\l, «)fU ^ (n + 1)78, with equality when n is odd. We will obtain, below, these and other properties of A(2r + 1, n), for general r. 2 . In what follows, we use A to denote A(2r + 1, /;) unless otherwise specified. If x is an arbitrary n-vector with components x(i) (/ = l(l)/z), then we may extend the range of i and define x(i) = 0 for / = 0, -1, -2, • ■ ■ ,-/•-)-1 and for / = n + 1, n + 2, ■ • • , n + r. With this extension, Ax is an n-vector whose components are precisely &~'x(i), for /' = 1(1)«, since the rows of A provide the coefficients for the 2rth central difference. We use this notion to transform A to a lower triangular matrix. We define an n-vector w, with components (2) «,(0 = 0/(0 for i < j + r, = 0 for i = j + r.
Then, «,-(/) is the polynomial <^,(0 (of degree 2r -1) for / < j + so that 52rk,(/) = 0 for i = 1, 2, • • • , j -1. Hence, Aut has nonzero components only for / = j, j + 1, • ■ • , n. If U denotes the upper triangular matrix whose yth column is , as given by (2), then A U = L is lower triangular. We summarize in det A(2r+l,")=(-irtl{^7Zr}
Substituting ukk = <j>k(k) and /tt = -<j>k(k + r) gives the required result. The above expression for det A simplifies considerably. It is perhaps more revealing to write it out for the first few values of r.
In general, det A(2r + 1, n) is a polynomial in n, of degree r2, with zeros at n = -1, -2, ••• , -2r + 1.
We turn now to the computation of \\A We will need the following lemmas. where the summation is the kt\v column sum of U.
From [5] , we have the identity w. d. hosk1ns and p. j. ponzo
Using (4), slightly modified, we may sum the series in (3) to obtain the kth component in the form Substituting for Dkk, from Lemma 2, gives (-l)VC').
which, for k = 1 (1) In particular, dSJdj vanishes precisely once in 0 < j < n + 1. However, St is symmetric about j = (n + l)/2, since •S^li-i = Sj. Hence, for 0 < j < n + 1, |S; | attains an absolute maximum at / = (n + l)/2. If (n + l)/2 is an integer (i.e., n is odd), then ||/1_1|U = with j = (n + l)/2. If n is even, then Ij/T'jU = \SS\ with / = n/2 (or 1 + n/2). Hence, Expanding the binomial coefficients and rearranging somewhat gives the statement of the theorem.
We turn to the problem of determining A~\2r + 1, n). From Lemma 3, we have A~l = UD~xl)T so that 
Pix)
x + r -1 2/--1
We now define, for any y | 1, the (unique) polynomial in / of degree (2r -1), /,(/), which satisfies Similarly, p,(i) agrees with the (2r -l)st degree polynomial /,(/') + p(i -j) at the integer values of / in i g j -,/ + 1, so that 52rVj(i) = 0 at / = j + 1, j + 2, • ■ • , n. Indeed, only the y'th component of AVj is nonzero. We have 52rc,(7) = [527;C/)J + K'') = L since o2r/, = 0 and p(r) = 1. We conclude that Vj is precisely the y'th column of A~\ We summarize in Theorem 5. If p and j are defined as in (5) Reference to Lemma 5 provides a series of interesting identities. Although the problem of determining the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A(2r + 1, n) is far from solved (except for r = 1), we might mention a few relevant facts.
For matrices of even order, we can write r Ailr + 1 , 2n) = A(2r + 1, n) B,:
A(2r + 1 , n)
If P" is the matrix whose 1st column is en, and whose jth column (J = 2(1)«) is ij-u then, the characteristic polynomial associated with A(2r + 1,2«) can be factored, as described in [6] : The above factorization is a result of the centrosymmetry of A(2r + 1, ri). This symmetry is reflected in the eigenvectors. We show this as follows.
With P" defined as above, and A used to denote A(2r + 1, «), then PnA = APn (a result of the centrosymmetry of A). But, if x is an eigenvector of A with eigenvalue X, so Ax = \x, then PnAx = APnx = \Pnx. Hence, P"x is also an eigenvector of A, with the same eigenvalue X. Consequently, Pnx = ax for some scalar a (since all eigenvectors of A which belong to the same eigenvalue are scalar multiples of each other). Thus, x is also an eigenvector of Pn. But all eigenvectors of Py, have either even or odd symmetry about the midpoint. That is, 
